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		Launching a startup is now easier than ever before. Building a lasting brand, however, remains a mystery for even the savviest of founders. An impactful, recognizable brand is perhaps a company’s most valuable intellectual property. And any strong brand starts with a strategy.

	
		The Brand Strategy Canvas has arrived to coach you beyond buzzword-laden tips and tricks, and instead offers you thorough, practical techniques to jump-start your strategy creation process. Author Patrick Woods distills fundamental questions to guide your strategy into a revolutionary single-page tool known as the titular Brand Strategy Canvas. The book takes you through each of the simple yet thought-provoking questions of the tool to develop your strategy, including considering audience insight, assessing benefits, creating a positioning statement, and identifying key messages. You will explore real-world case studies along the way and build a message map that ensures your organization drives home a consistent, clear, and authentic message to your target audience.

	
		No matter where you are in the business creation process, The Brand Strategy Canvas is the tool you need to build a brand from scratch that you can enthusiastically and effectively implement in real time. This book provides value to team members in companies of all sizes and stages, and is fit for any level of professional wanting to kickstart their entrepreneurial goals. A brand created today must be built for all of tomorrow’s possibilities, and The Brand Strategy Canvas is the book you will want by your side.

	
		What You Will Learn

		
			Examine the key differences between strategy and execution
	
			Understand how you can avoid brand debt
	
			Craft meaningful messages with the Features>Benefits Continuum
	
			Develop a positioning statement that differentiates from the competition and inspires your marketing
	
			Discover your distinctive brand personality and how it impacts your marketing
	
			Equip your team with guidance and inspiration to ensure consistent and inspiring voice and personality throughout all your messaging 


	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
		Who This Book Is For

	
	
		This book is for startup founders who are looking for tools to help them build a brand their team can actually implement. This book will also resonate with and provide value to team members in tech companies of all sizes and stages.
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The Aging SpineSpringer, 2005

	The "Bone and Joint Decade" draws our attention with increased intensity to the problem of the changes related to aging of our musculoskeletal system and the associated socioeconomic implications. In view of the increasing age of the worldwide population the impact seems to be tremendous. The editors of The Aging Spine pick up this...
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101 Quick and Easy Secrets for Using Your Digital PhotographsCourse Technology PTR, 2009

	Millions of people around the world have many photos stored on their laptop and desktop
	computers, external hard drives, CDs and DVDs, and flash drives. Most images are just sitting
	there idle, waiting for the world to see them. Some have been unused for years. Up until
	now there has been no guide to help people find ways to use these...
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Digital Design with CPLD Applications and VHDLThomson Delmar Learning, 2000
Ideal for a first course in digital electronics, yet comprehensive enough for use by students at the senior design project level and EET professionals, Digital Design with CPLD Applications and VHDL uses programmable logic as the primary vehicle for instructing readers in the principles of digital design. More specifically, emphasis is on Complex...
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MCAD/MCSD Visual Basic .NET Certification All-in-One Exam GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2003
All-in-One is all you need! This authoritative reference offers complete coverage of all material on MCAD/MCSD Visual Basic .NET certification exams 70-305, 70-306, and 70-310. You'll find exam objectives at the beginning of each chapter, helpful exam tips, end-of-chapter practice questions, and photographs and illustrations. The bonus CD-ROM...
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Now You Know: The Book of AnswersHounslow Press, 2003
Our daily lives are filled with little sayings and habits that we don't think much about. Many of them have their roots in history and were passed down from our ancestors, and though the reasons for them have often been forgotten, they linger still. Have you ever wondered:
- Why is there a best man at weddings and why are brides carried over...
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Gun Camera - World War II: Photography from Allied Fighters and Bombers over Occupied EuropeMotorbooks International, 2001
The air war over occupied Europe and Nazi Germany is illustrated from the unique and dramatic point of view of gun cameras mounted on Allied aircraft. The story begins as American bombers fall prey to Nazi flak and fighters and continues through the recapture of European skies as seen from American P-51 Mustangs and  P-47 Thunderbolts and British...
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